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Trust Management in 
Cloud Computing

ABSTRACT

Cloud computing is a model for enabling everywhere, suitable, on-demand network 
access. There are a number of challenges to provide cloud computing services and 
to accomplish this, it is necessary to establish trust across the cloud, between the 
user and the service provider. It is becoming increasingly complex for cloud us-
ers to make distinction among service providers offering similar kinds of services. 
There must be some mechanisms in the hands of users to determine trustworthiness 
of service providers so that they can select service providers with confidence and 
with some degree of assurance that service provider will not behave unpredictably 
or maliciously. An effective trust management system helps cloud service providers 
and consumers reap the benefits brought about by cloud computing technologies. 
Hence the objective of this chapter is to describe existing mechanisms that are used 
to determine a trust worthiness of a cloud service, various models that are used for 
calculating a trust value and method to establish trust management system.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ever-present, suitable, on-demand network 
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources, e.g., networks, servers, 
storage, applications and services that can be rapidly provisioned and made available 
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easily with minimal management effort or service provider interaction described by 
Siani (2012). Cloud environments provide several benefits such as reduced expenses 
and simplicity to service providers and service requesters. The cloud computing 
provides hardware and systems software resources on remote datacenters, as well 
as Internet gives access to the services based upon these resources. These resources 
dynamically scale up to match the load, using a pay-per resources business model. 
The significant features of cloud computing are elasticity, multitenancy, maximal 
resource utilization and pay-per-use. Figure 1 shows an abstracted view of the cloud 
computing environment with the interacting parties.

Virtualization or job scheduling techniques unifies the shared pool of resources. 
A host computer runs an application known as a hypervisor which creates one or 
more virtual machines, which simulate physical computers so faithfully, that the 
simulations can run any software, from operating systems, to end-user applica-
tions, Siani Pearson (2012). At hardware level processors, hard drives and network 
devices, are located in datacenters, independent from geographical location, which 
are accountable for storage and processing needs. Above this, the combination of 
software layers, the virtualization layer and the management layer, allow for the 
effective management of servers. Virtualization is an important element of cloud 
implementations and is used to provide the essential cloud characteristics of loca-

Figure 1. 
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